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Philostratus’ Gymnasticus is often described as the only ancient text we have completely
devoted to athletics. It has generally been regarded as a technical manual for trainers,
however, of little value to sociologists and philosophers of sport. Modern coaches and
athletes, moreover, find little of practical value in the text. Even literary experts may recoil at
Philostratus’ dubious retelling of sports history and mythology. In short, scholars of sport,
both ancient and modern, have wondered what—if anything—can be learned from the
Gymnasticus.
For those interested in the social and educational potential of sport, the question is not easy to
answer. In fact, a first reading of the text produces more questions than answers. We are
struck as much by what Gymnasticus doesn’t say as what it does. First, in a text that presents
itself as a manual for coaches, there is little advice on the day-to-day training of athletes.
Second, the issues of nudity and eroticism in Greek gymnasia--a topic of great concern in
preceding Roman literature—are conspicuously absent. Third, although Greek gymnastics
are traditionally associated with education for virtue (aretē), the topic is hardly discussed.
Instead of what we expect to find in a treatise on ancient athletics, Philostratus says many
unexpected things. First among these is that gymnastics (i.e. the art of athletic training) is a
form of wisdom (sophia), comparable to philosophy, poetry, music, geometry, and
astronomy. Second, Philostratus offers an extensive catalogue of athletic body types, which
purports to reveal not only their suitability for particular events, but also their moral nature.
Third, he portrays Greek athletics as in a state of decline--a claim contradicted by historical
evidence, which shows the 3rd century CE to be a high water mark for participation in and
popularity of Greek athletics. As if to illustrate this imagined decline, furthermore,
Philostratus devotes much of the book to a kind of revisionist Olympic history—one less
concerned with truth than with the fairy-tale nature of such stories.
So, what does the Gymnasticus have to offer modern students and scholars of sport? To find
out, we need a second reading that tries to answer the questions raised by the first—a reading
that considers historical context, Hellenic paideia, and the relationship between nature and
culture. To understand Philostratus’ Gymnasticus, we must get beyond surface appearances
and attune ourselves to the symbols and meanings that underpin Greek athletics. If we do
this, we will learn that gymnastics is not just a form of healthy recreation, but a meaningful
activity that demands education and develops a kind of ethical aesthetic. We will discover
that, beyond technical expertise, wisdom is needed to make the most of our experience with
sport. And, most of all, we will come to understand that those who practice and appreciate
athletics constitute a community with a particular identity informed by a glorious history.
All of these lessons are as important today as they were in Imperial Rome. But none of them
will be learned from the text if we read it as a training manual, looking only for workout tips
and secret paths to victory. The book is of little use to those who care only about winning
and performance. But then sport is of little use to those who care only about is winning and
performance. Gymnasticus, in the end, is an attempt to ennoble athletics as a social practice
by emphasizing its Hellenic heritage and educational potential. Such a project is as relevant
today as it was in Imperial Rome, and it deserves our attention and care.
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I. Expected things the text doesn’t say
Why is there so little practical training advice?
The first thing modern readers expect to find in a book from the Roman Imperial period with
the titled, On Gymnastics, is practical training advice for gladiators and charioteers as well as
traditional Greek-style athletes. The fact that we get very little of that should make us
wonder what the real purpose of the book is and for whom it is written. The author’s
decision to ignore traditional Roman sports does not mean that they were not popular in the
3rd Century CE, or that he was unaware of them. What it tells us is that Greek-style athletics
and the institution of the Greek gymnasium is what Philostratus cares about. And he cares
about them precisely because they are Greek--not in the sense that they belong to a particular
geographical area or are practiced by a particular ethnic group, but rather because they
symbolize and embody a set of values and approach to life—a social identity—that was itself
an important subject of debate and negotiation in the Roman Empire at that time.2
This literary-historical phenomenon has been named the Second Sophistic (after one of
Philostratus’ own works) and it may be seen as part of a resurgence of Hellenic culture
among Roman elites in an increasingly multicultural empire.3 The Severan dynasty (193-235
CE), begins with the reign of Septimius Severus, a North African who aligned himself with a
prominent Syrian family by marrying Julia Domna. Their son, Caracalla, erased the political
distinction between Italic and non-Italic members of the Empire with the Antonine
Constitution.4 And the Severan period saw a proliferation of Greek-style athletic festivals,
art, and architecture throughout the Empire--including the palatial Baths of Caracalla in
Rome.5 The last in the line, Severus Alexander, sponsored the refurbishing of those baths
along with Domitian’s Stadium (today’s Piazza Navona), home of the Greek-style Capitoline
Games, and inaugurated new games there in honor of Heracles—patron god of the Severan
family and of the Greek Gymnasium.6 Not only did Greek athletics flourish in this period—
outstripping even the Classical period in terms of events and participation—Julia Domna was
also a great patron of philosophers and other intellectuals; Philostratus himself was part of her
circle.
Hellenic culture and education, paideia, became a marker of elite social identity in this
multicultural environment,7 and the Gymnasticus seems to be aimed at that reader rather than
those toiling day-to-day with athletes in the gym. Philostratus expects his audience not only
to read Greek, but also to be familiar with Greek mythology, history and philosophy—works
to which he cleverly alludes. At the same time he tries to educate his readers—coaxing them
toward a deeper understanding and appreciation of contemporary gymnastic training by
embedding it in the glory of the Hellenic past. On the one hand, he is seducing the reader
into a particular understanding of Greek athletics, while, on the other hand, he is competing
with rival intellectuals--Galen foremost among them—to construct an elite identity within the
Roman world by defining what it means to be hellenically educated—a pepaideumenos.8 The
Gymnasticus is an instruction manual less for athletes and trainers than for those who wish to
achieve a truly Hellenic appreciation of athletics.
Why no discussion of nudity, eroticism, and pederasty?
This Hellenic appreciation of athletics seems primarily visual rather than participatory, which
raises the question again of why the Gymnasticus talks so little about nudity and not at all
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about pederasty or the general eroticism associated with the Greek gymnasium. This had
been the overriding concern of earlier Roman writers such as Cicero and Seneca. As Plutarch
put it, “The Romans used to be particularly suspicious of rubbing down with oil, and even
today believe that nothing has been so responsible for the enslavement and effeminacy of the
Greeks as their gymnasia and wrestling schools, which engender for the cities much
indolence, wasting of time, and pederasty.”9 Or, as the Republican-era writer Ennius put it
pithily, “Shame’s beginning is the stripping of men’s bodies openly.”10 It is possible that
attitudes had changed by the 3rd century and Philostratus felt no need to respond to those
concerns. He may also be dismissing them with a booming silence as the misunderstandings
of those unable to appreciate the Hellenic meaning of gymnastics. If what you saw when you
looked at nude men oiling themselves and wrestling in the gymnasium was a sexuallycharged atmosphere—there was something wrong with you. You failed to appreciate the true
meaning of nudity, of gymnastics, and even of institutionalized pederasty.
In many ancient Greek cities, erotic educational relationships between youths11 and older
males were publically promoted. As Xenophon’s Symposium illustrates, these partnerships
had the approval of the boy’s parents and the explicit goal of developing virtue (aretē).12
Their association with the gymnasium has more to do with the educational link between
athletics and aretē than it does with nudity and olive oil—at least that is how a Hellenically
educated person would understand it.13 In fact, one who understood Platonic ideas would
know that erōs is a kind of love that draws one toward what he lacks. In Plato’s Symposium,
erotic love begins with an appreciation of beautiful bodies, then progresses to beautiful souls,
and finally directs itself to the form of the beautiful and good itself. The Roman practice of
using young athletic slaves for sexual pleasure, however, flies in the face of the Hellenic
pederastic paradigm.14 The pepaideumenos would understand all of that and see within a
young athlete’s beauty the reflection of aretē and of the good itself. Purely sexual attraction,
by contrast, aims downward toward the worldly and carnal—it has no place in an educated
person’s understanding of the gymnasium.15
When Philostratus does talk about sex in Gymnasticus, he uses varieties of the verb
‘aphrodisiazo’ (to have sex) and denigrates it as a corrupting form of luxury inappropriate for
and harmful to athletes. He even lumps it in with greed as a source of cheating and corruption
among athletes (Gym. 45, 48). “In what sense are they men?” he asks of those who would
“exchange crowns and victory announcements for disgraceful pleasures” (Gym. 52). To the
trained Hellenic eye, gymnastic beauty is associated with modesty and chastity—both
characteristics of the virtue known as sophrosynē (self-control).16 This is the ideal reflected
in the imagery and practices of Greek gymnasia.17 Philostratus’ other writings, especially the
Love Letters and Imagines, show a great erotic appreciation for youthful male beauty and
even denigrate as anerastos the man who is insensitive to it.18 The key, however, is to
control one’s eros, as he says in Letter 43, “To be in love and to resist love shows more selfcontrol than not to fall in love at all.”19 Love, like strength, is a great thing when directed
into virtuous pursuits like athletics. Philostratus omits erotic discussions from Gymnasticus
so as not to dignify the crude concerns of earlier writers with a response, and also to model
the more elevated Hellenic understanding of athletic beauty and self-control. What you saw
and felt when you looked at Greek athletes said a lot about who you were and whether you
were Hellenically or barbarically educated.
Why so little talk about cultivating aretē?
The third thing we expect to be discussed in an ancient treatise on Hellenic gymnastics is its
function as moral education—the use of athletic activities to cultivate virtue (aretē) in youth.
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Athleticism had been taken as a sign of aretē long before Homer’s epics and the founding of
the Olympic Games.20 What made the Olympic Games revolutionary was their use of an
impartial contest to select a single honoree. As Philostratus explains, “The runners stood one
stade21 away from the altar and a priest stood in front of it as an umpire, holding a torch; and
the winner of the race, having set fire to the offerings, went away as Olympic victor” (Gym
5). This mechanism of the impartial contest would eventually reveal not only that non-nobles
could have aretē, but also that it could be cultivated through training.22 Since the Classical
Greek philosophers Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle also promoted aretē, they (like Pythagoras
before them) plied their trade in gymnasia, adapting athletic techniques to the pursuit of
wisdom.23 In Philostratus’ time, gymnastic education was still widely practiced, at least in
the Hellenized parts of the empire.24 Philosophers may have remained in the gymnasium, as
suggested by the imagery of statues and mosaics, as well as by the inclusion of libraries and
classroom-like spaces in Roman gymnasia and bath complexes.25
What apparently was lost—at least in Philostratus’ eyes—was popular belief in the link
between athleticism and aretē. At the end of section 2, he explains that this problem is not
the fault of nature. “As far as athletes are concerned, and the virtues (aretai) that were once
associated with them, it is not nature (physis) who has abandoned them—for she still
produces men who are spirited and well formed and quick witted; these are all natural
attributes. Instead it is a lack of healthy training and vigorous exercises that have deprived
nature of her strength” (Gym. 2).26 This passage suggests that the text will go on to explain
the kind of athletic training needed to “give nature back her strength.” But instead, it
launches in to a fanciful examination of the “origins” (aitias) of various sports. The term
aretē appears only two other places in the text, once in reference to the hero Peleus (Gym.3)
and once as something “trafficked” by unscrupulous trainers (Gym. 45).27 The terms he uses
here for trafficker (kapēlos) and trafficking (kapēleuo) are precisely those used by Plato in
Protagoras to describe sophists who fraudulently sell aretē, when it is something that must
result—like athletic excellence—from training.28 Still, Philostratus offers precious little in
terms of instruction of such training—has he given up on the classical link between
gymnastics and moral education?
As with the aforementioned unexpected omissions, I think this one is explained by the nature
of Philostratus’ audience and kind of the moral education he is providing. The Gymnasticus
is a form of paideia, but its audience is neither young athletes nor their coaches, and its
understanding of aretē is based more on watching, knowing, and speaking about athletics
than on training for and participating in them. The book makes sense as education for elite
men in a kind of virtuous discernment to be exercised in important social situations, such as
their regular visits to Roman bath-gymnasium complexes.29 Similar to Philostratus’ more
famous work, Imagines, in which the narrator teaches a group of young men the cultural
meanings to be drawn from real or imagined paintings at a villa, the Gymnasticus is teaching
its readers to understand the real and imagined cultural meanings embodied in the live and
artistic images of the Greek athlete. The virtue Philostratus has in mind is less the kind of
competitive aretē associated with Homeric heroes and Olympic athletes, and more of an
aesthetic aretē that consists in being able to appreciate and act in accordance with the beauty
inherent in athletic practice. This concept may seem like a typically Roman, spectatorshipbased approach to sport, but in fact it is another classically Hellenic ideal, that of
kalokagathia (beautiful goodness), the virtue appropriate to the noble man. Philostratus is
trying to construct a model of the Roman pepaideumenos as a kaloskagathos.
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II. Unexpected things the text does say
Gymnastics is a sophia
The idea that Philostratus’ paideia aims at the ethical aesthetic of kalokagathia is confirmed
by the unexpected things he does say. The first of these comes with the first word of the text:
sophia (wisdom), the first example of wisdom: philosophia, and then the bold assertion that
Gymnastikē is a sophia, inferior to no craft (technē). The alert reader will note three things
here. First, that Philostratus’ reference to music, geometry, and philosophy recalls Plato’s
Republic, where Socrates advocates an education balanced between gymnastikē and mousikē
to be complemented with geometry (after a few years devoted to athletic/military training),
for the ideal city’s future philosopher- kings).30 Second, the Roman pepaideumenos will
recognize here a competitive response to Galen who had disparaged athletic training as a
mere craft (technē) subservient to the sophia of medicine, which was much better qualified to
care for the bodies and souls of the youth.31 The third thing, which overhangs both
discussions, is the larger philosophical debate in ancient Greek philosophy about the
relationship between technē (craft) and aretē (virtue). As far back as Plato’s Apology,
Socrates had said that craft-knowledge was useful, but it didn’t yield virtue.32 The
knowledge appropriate to aretē looks to be a sophia.
It is interesting, in light of all these philosophical allusions, to note that Philostratus considers
himself a sophist rather than a philosopher—a distinction that still held weight in the 3rd c.
CE.33 However, he distinguishes philosophers from sophists not according to topic or aim,
but on the basis that a philosopher claims to have “no sure knowledge” whereas the sophist
“assumes a knowledge of that whereof he speaks.”34 Philostratus clearly admires
philosophers. He praises Plato in a letter to Julia Domna, claiming that he borrows sophists’
tricks.35 But sophistry is better suited to Philostratus’ social situation. Not only must the
Roman pepeaideumenos know “of that whereof he speaks,” he needs to be the kind of
gentlemanly insider who can hold his own in elite society. Philosophers, almost by
definition, were scraggily outsiders who cultivated virtue by publically refuting their
interlocutors.36 Philostratus, by contrast, is seducing his audience into Hellenic paideia with
the promise that it will confer elite status in the Imperial Roman social contest for honor
(philotimia). You needed to be an urbane insider to succeed in this social game, and you
needed to do more than follow the rules—you needed to have sophia.
In Gymnasticus, the distinction between sophia and technē is developed through the
comparison of the gymnastēs and paidotribēs in chapter 14. Both terms can be translated as
‘trainer’ and paidotribēs is the more commonly used, but Philostratus uses the term
gymnastēs to indicate a trainer who has sophia in addition to the technē of the paidotribēs.37
He says specifically that the gymnastēs must know all the practical techniques and strategies
of the paidotribēs, and also have medical knowledge of things like “cleansing the humors”
and “smoothing dried-up flesh.” He then explains that even if the paidotribēs knows of such
things, “he will use that knowledge in harmful ways on the boys he is training, torturing their
free and pure blood.” This suggests that the gymnastēs’ wisdom is not just a combination of
multiple technai, rather it consists in the ability to apply technical knowledge in a way that
produces good—an implication resonant of the Platonic idea that virtue demands knowledge
of the good and of Aristotle’s definition of kalokagathia.38 Philostratus’ reprisal of this idea
is confirmed in chapter 54, where the wise gymnastēs rejects the inflexible and
instrumentalist “tetrad” training technique, which led to the death of a young wrestler. He
concludes that chapter (and perhaps the book) by predicting that a revival of gymnastic
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sophia will “give strength to the athletes and the stadia will regain their youth.” It is the
ethical aesthetic of sophia and not technē that will save athletics.
Physiognomy and decline
The idea that sophia is a kind of ethical discernment helps to resolve the second unexpected
aspect of the book—its preoccupation with physiognomy and decline. Right after asserting
that training is a sophia, Philostratus contrasts the sorry state of contemporary gymnastikē
with such heroic athletes of the past as Peleus, Theseus, and Heracles (Gym.1). “I have
decided to teach the causes of this degeneration,” he continues, “and to defend nature, which
is criticized because the athletes of today are inferior to those of former times” (Gym. 2). It is
not nature (physis) that makes contemporary athletes inferior, he argues, but rather trainers
and training conventions (nomoi) which lack sophia. Decline is a longstanding Hellenic
theme that goes back at least to Hesiod’s myth of the gold, silver, bronze, heroic and iron
ages,39 but the Gymnasticus links it with the enduring philosophical debate about nature
(physis) and convention (nomos). Philostratus claims that gymnastics is inborn, linking it with
Prometheus’ creation myth (Gym. 16). He also lauds the athletes of old as naturally strong
despite their lack of trainers and medical knowledge. But Philostratus is not advocating a
return to this kind of nature—to sleeping on the ground and training by racing against hares
(Gym. 43)--rather he has in mind a sophisticated gymnastic nomos that works in harmony
with nature to perfect it.
The idea that virtue is a perfection of nature has deep roots in Greek philosophy. In order to
perfect nature, however, one must first recognize it. Hence the trainer’s sophia includes the
physiognomic ability40 to discern an athlete’s “nature”—to strip and examine him before he
undergoes training (Gym. 26). This explains the extensive interpretation of athletic body
types in chapters 29-42. The goal here is not (as modern readers may assume) to pick
athletes for success in competition. Philostratus’ trainer discerns not only athletes’ suitability
for particular events, he also judges their moral character (ēthos) (Gym 25). In contrast with
the Olympic judges (hellanodikai), whose laws (nomoi) limit their judgment to questions of
age, residence, and social class, the wise gymnastēs can see whether an athlete is selfdisciplined and courageous or dissembling and impetuous (Gym. 25). He discerns an
athlete’s ēthos first by inspecting the eyes, but also by observing the harmony and proportion
of the body parts, as is done with sculpture.41 Although discerning moral character by
observing the body is the traditional claim of physiognomy—a science traced to Pythagoras,
associated with Aristotle’s school, and practiced by Galen42—Philostratus takes it a step
further. By applying physiognomy to athletes’ suitability for events, and by engaging such
aesthetic ideas as symmetry and proportion, he not only recalls the sculptor Polykleitos’
famous canon, but also the Stoic Epictetus’ conflation of beauty, aretē, and fitness for a
task,43 as well as Aristotle’s praise of the pentathlete’s beauty as derivative of his suitability
to the event.44 The body of the athlete, in short, reveals the quality of his soul.45
If beauty and virtue are perfections of nature and gymnastics is a natural thing, then what is
the nomos that has corrupted it?46 In chapter 44, Philostratus says the decline began with a
departure of athletes from warfare, which caused them to becoming sluggish and soft.47
Then, fueled by the popularity of Sicilian gastronomy, “the stadia became enfeebled, and all
the more so since the art of flattery was introduced into athletic training.” This comment
recalls Plato’s Gorgias where flattery (kolakeia) caused the corruption and decline of
medicine and gymnastics. Specifically, it was cosmetics that flattered gymnastics—a technē
that creates merely superficial beauty. And it was cookery that flattered medicine—a technē
aimed at pleasure rather than health.48 In Gymnasticus, it was medicine’s promotion of
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luxurious foods that “flattered” gymnastics and caused its demise. This love of luxury then
corrupted athletes’ chastity and finally their piety, as Philostratus illustrates with an example
of greedy athletes so ethically oblivious that they actually swear to the gods that they had
bought and sold victory. Trainers too became obsessed with profit and ended up
“trafficking” athletic aretē (Gym. 45)—a sin almost identical to the one Socrates used to
accuse the sophists of.49 The problem here is that flattery aims at pleasure or profit rather than
excellence so it corrupts nature rather than perfecting it. Philostratus is calling for a new
athletic nomos that—in the words of his second Dialexis--“establishes for men prizes for
virtue (aretē), as if honoring Nature.”50 Sport should reward not simply performance or
results, and athletes should not strive for fame and fortune, but rather the kind of virtue
(aretē) that is a perfection of their nature.
History and interpretation
The realignment of nomos and physis, like the sophia that ennobles technē, depends on the
trainer’s understanding of the Hellenic past. His ability to interpret contemporary athletics in
terms of that past, furthermore, has the capacity to revive ancient virtues. Philostratus
simultaneously describes and demonstrates this process through his fanciful reconstruction of
athletic myth and history. He begins with a ten chapter-long account of the origins, or better,
the reasons for (aitia) traditional Greek athletic events. He justifies the account in Gym.12 by
claiming that the events were all invented and perfected by gymnastic trainers, but I think his
real motivations are pedagogical—he wants to educate his Roman readers about Greek
athletics in a way that embeds its history in a greater history of (usually military) Hellenic
glory. So he says the dolichos (endurance race) derives from wartime messengers (Gym. 5),
the hoplite race commemorates mythical as well as historical battles (Gym. 7), boxing comes
from the Spartans’ habit of fighting without helmets (Gym. 9), and wrestling and pankration
are linked with the famed battle of Marathon (Gym.10). The aim here is not historical truth.
Many of Philostratus’ accounts lack corroboration from or are contradicted by other
sources.51 For the hoplite race he lists a variety of explanations and then invents his own
(Gym. 7). His goal is to tell a story that convinces his audience of the worth of athletics, both
in a practical sense and as part and parcel of the elite Hellenic identity that they covet.
The ingenious seduction of the audience through description and interpretation is likewise the
task of the gymnastēs. After listing a parade of champions in chapters 12 and 13, Philostratus
claims their victories belong equally to their trainers. We learn why in chapters 17 to 24,
which are full of moralizing stories from the ancient games, including tales in which trainers
inspire their athletes by encouraging, rebuking, threatening, or even tricking them (Gym. 20).
Here, youthful emotions like nostalgia, love, family pride, and personal loyalty are
transformed into virtuous performances through a trainer’s ingenuity. So we learn of a
certain love struck Promachus from Pellene whose trainer inspired him to victory with a lie
about his beloved accepting him if he won at Olympia (Gym. 22). The story is told in praise
of the trainer, who correctly interpreted the situation and transformed his athlete’s erotic
weakness into a virtue. Philostratus seems equally willing to promote falsehood for virtuous
ends—as he shows by choosing the story of a coach killing a lazy athlete with a sharpened
strigil as his preferred explanation for trainers carrying those implements. “I agree with that
explanation,” he says. “For it is better for it to be believed than disbelieved. Let the strigil be
a sword against worthless athletes and let the trainer at Olympia rank in some respects above
the hellanodikai” (Gym. 18). The description and interpretation of the past derives its value
not from truth, but from its ability to inspire virtue.
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Philostratus’ rhetorical tactics may grate against modern moral sensibilities (especially in
light of Kant’s refusal to permit lying in any circumstance), and they may remind us why
Plato was so critical of sophists. But Plato’s own Hippias Minor suggests that lying is only a
vice when used against the good (371d) and the famed “noble lie” of the Republic (415a-d) is
defended on the grounds that it will make citizens care more for the city and each other.52
The problem is a lack of sophia, which, as we have seen, is the failure to direct gymnastikē—
or any other practice, including rhetoric—toward the good. Philostratus’ gymnastēs, like the
sophists and heroes of his other works, practice their various arts with sophia, which is to say
with the understanding and appreciation of ancient Hellenic culture appropriate to a
pepaideumenos. In fact, a true pepaideumenos can actually bring the Hellenic past back to
life. Philostratus’ Heroicus recounts a conversation between a Phonecian merchant and a
Hellenic vinedresser whose knowledge and appreciation of the Trojan War hero Protesilaos
enables him to meet interact with the dead hero’s spirit (Her. 9.5-11.7). The revival of heroic
spirits through the reenactment (mimēsis) of their virtues is also a respected scholarly
explanation for the invention of athletic contests.53 Indeed Philostratus’ repeated allusions
and references to heroes, ideas, and language of the Hellenic past may be a kind of mimēsis
designed to bring them back to life. In Gymnasticus, rhetoric and interpretation are used to
make contemporary athletes appear as embodiments of ancient virtues, and thereby to revive
the Classical Hellenic spirit in the games, gymnasia, and baths of Imperial Rome.

III. Things of relevance to sport today
An Ethical Aesthetic
The Gymnasticus’ unexpected omissions on the topics of training, eroticism, and aretē reveal
that its aim was to educate readers in a kind of visual discernment, an ethical aesthetic that
would enable them to appreciate and act in accordance with the beauty inherent in athletic
practice. In ancient Greece this appreciation was called kalokagathia (being both beautiful
and good), and it described people who had such a keen understanding of the beauty of what
is good that they would effortlessly feel and act in accordance with it. This means that they
would forgo worldly concerns such as profit and physical pleasure in favor of higher ideals
like virtue. Although sport has changed since ancient times, what is good and beautiful about
athletes remains the same. It is not money, or esteem, or even victory that is good—it is the
ideal of aretē embodied in the athlete’s beauty which underpins the value of all these things.
Without its enduring association with virtue, sport would never draw the popularity and
profits that it does today. It takes education to understand this, however. Anyone can see the
desirability of victory that brings prizes and popularity, just as anyone can see the sexual
attractiveness of a well-trained athlete’s body. It takes education, however, to see beneath the
surface of such things and discern the true goods that underpin them. The ability to see those
goods and the beauty that they give to sport is kalokagathia, the goal of Philostratus’ paideia.
Nomos, technē and sophia
The ancient debates between nature and convention (nomos vs. physis) and technē vs. aretē
endure in questions about the role that performance-enhancing technologies should play in
athletic victory. Philostratus argued that virtue is the perfection of nature, therefore
conventions (nomoi) and technologies (technai) need to promote nature and virtue rather than
detracting from them. This requires the guidance of wisdom (sophia). Although techniques
like the tetrad system of training or special diets might improve an athlete’s performance,
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they could ignore and even corrupt his true nature with disastrous results. The true nature of
human beings is—among other things—limited. Yet the ethos of modern athletics, aided by
the easy electronic measurement of performance in terms of heart-rate, oxygen-uptake, watt
production and other metrics, promotes the pernicious idea that the goal of sport is unlimited
improvement in those numbers. Pythagoreans were interested in numbers, too, but they were
trying to achieve a harmonious, symmetrical balance rather than ever-increasing extremes.
The limited nature of human beings calls for a limited and harmonious conception of aretē.
Performance-enhancing technologies, whether chemical or mechanical, that increase
performance metrics while reducing the role of virtue in athletic success diminish sport’s
ability to promote social good. Advanced technē is not necessarily a bad thing for sport, but
it needs the guidance of sophia to keep it aimed at the good. Athletic rules and conventions
(nomoi) of sport must be aligned with nature (physis)—including the essentially limited
nature of human beings--in order to serve the goal of virtue (aretē).
History and identity
Philostratus’ use of sophistry to promote a particular identity may actually be a reasonable
prescription for reviving modern sport. Being a Hellenically-educated pepaideumenos is no
longer a ticket to social status as it was in Imperial Rome. In these days of globalization,
however, sports themselves often constitute communities—social practice communities, to
use the technical term coined by philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre.54 A social practice
community is a group of people united by a common practice such as medicine, knitting, or
baseball. As in Philostratus’ Rome, these communities confer identity and status to their
members and construct ethical norms--especially conceptions of moral virtue—based on the
goods and values internal to the practice. To fully appreciate a practice like baseball, and to
understand the goods and values internal to it, one must not only participate in the practice (at
some level) one must understand its history and mythology.55 Although standards for
verisimilitude may be higher today than they were for Philostratus, the choice of stories we
tell and how we tell them very often involves a kind of mythologizing that would be familiar
to ancient Hellenes. The recent movie about Jackie Robinson, 42, for example, presented
him in an ideal light, not least by overlooking or revising historical facts. It did this to
promote the internal values of the sport—perhaps even in response to a perceived decline.
Although the classically Hellenic paideia promoted by Philostratus may not be particularly
important to a sport like baseball, it is central to the values of the Olympic Games and to a
certain degree to all sports.
An Ethical Aesthetic
The final and perhaps most important lesson Philostratus’ Gymnasticus has for modern sport
is its emphasis on the connection between ethics and aesthetics. Kalokagathia is not a new
idea in ancient ethics—it is a term widely used and rightly associated with the idealized
athletic art that decorated Greek sanctuaries and Roman baths alike. What Gymnasticus
reveals is that kalokagathia is not so much about looking like one of those statues, it is about
looking at those statues (or at living athletes) and being moved by the history and ideals of
virtue that they represent to direct one’s own actions toward the beautiful and good. Modern
approaches to sport and to ethics as well tend to focus on rules and principles rather than
aesthetics and ideals. Fair play in sport is understood almost reductively as adherence to the
letter of the rules. But attempts to codify fairness, for example by publishing a list of banned
substances, only pushes athletes to find substances not on the list which nevertheless give
them an unfair advantage. We need rules in sport. Indeed, without rules, there can be no
9

sport. But we also need an aesthetic understanding of concepts like fairness which give sport
its value in order to effectively write, follow, and enforce those rules. This ethical aesthetic is
identified by Philostratus to be the sophia that enables the gymnastēs to direct the practice of
athletics toward the good. More important, an ethical aesthetic akin to kalokagathia needs to
inform the whole community’s understanding of the values internal to their practice.
The project of understanding ancient athletics and its connection to classical Greek culture
may actually help to revive the spirit of modern sport as Philostratus hoped his Gymnasticus
would revitalize ancient sport. Reading Gymnasticus again with open-mindedness and care is
a very good place to start.
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